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“Possibly the most friendly, diverse and unique
gathering anywhere in the world ...
where age, race, sexuality and gender have
no boundaries... and neither does love.”

9pm till 4am
B4 11pm T-Girls & DQs Just £7.00 others £10.00
11pm - 4am £12.00 entry
at 9 Crosswall,
(off Minories)
London EC3 - UK
(Tower Hill or Aldgate tube)
MEMBERSHIP IS NOT REQUIRED
NO DRESS CODE
“but guys make an effort ...
cos ALL the ‘girls’ do”
CHANGING ROOMS
MAKE-UP SERVICE
hosted by Vicky Lee & Steffan

with 12 years behind us - see hundreds of great pictures on our web site - we ARE a legend
with thanks to rik & chrissie for all the pics - respect
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flyer - promotion - www.wayout-publishing.com

HEor SHE

Transgender AtoZ

subtitled

“The TG reference BIBLE for every handbag”

“the view is better when you sit on the fence”

by Vicky Lee

by Vicky Lee
What is in your new book?
“Each chapter is part auto biography with more detail than I have
ever shared before PLUS in each chapter most generous and candid
contributions, of thoughts and experiences and pictures, to compare with
my own, from all over the world.”
What subjects are covered exactly?
“Male or Female - TVorTS or something Inbetween? TG What is it?
Who does it? When do they start doing it? Why do it? How long has this
been going on? Is there a cure? The terminology? The politics? Choosing
a name? How to feminise the body? How to buy clothes? Make-up, hair
and wigs? Relationships? Networking? Support Groups? Dressing
Services? The Law? Stepping out in public? Mixing and Mingling? The minefield of TG sexuality? I have covered every possible angle in much more
depth than ever before. Each subject is illustrated with amazing pictures
and many, new, extensive, Personal Profiles plus Profiles of TG support
organisations and businesses
It sounds very comprehensive?
“It is - but I havn’t stopped there. I have also explored in this book
‘Creativity released through Transgender’, with pages of interviews and
examples of performing, fashion, music and photography. Then in the
final chapter titled ‘The World is your Oyster’ I have pages of wonderful
pictures. A kalidescope of worldwide opportunities in pictures”
It sounds like you have poured everything and then some into this book?

“This book is now my flagship publication I have tried to answer in more
depth every question about the phenomena of Transgender. This is the
book I always wanted to produce. Now I have made the investment and
the leap of faith - I am going to promote it world wide for many years”.
“I hope you will buy HE orSHE and that it will inspire you and help you
and those around you to understand transgender and make the most of
the opportunities that life offer YOU”.

After finishing the last ‘Tranny Guide’ book I reviewed how
the TG scene was and where the series of book was going.
I talked to many people from the UK. I visited the USA.
I met other publishers and authors.
I met owners of shops and services. I asked :
“What can I do to improve on what I have done through
the Tranny Guide over the last 12 years” ?
I listened carefully and concluded that I must create a
SUPER book and thereafter promote it as my flagship to a
wider readership. While MOST IMPORTANTLY at the
same time providing a cheaper, annual, reference book, for
readers to follow up and find specific contacts.
Therefore I am introducing a new and improved service.
‘Transgender AtoZ’ is a new annual publication that concentrates on
Events diaries and Listings from around the world. These are supported
by Personal Reports, Personal Profiles, Business Profiles and Reviews with
hundreds of amazing pictures. This publication, I hope, will fulfil the
requests for a comprehensive ‘reference guide’ with a traditional international listing format .... But there is MORE - MUCH MORE…
www.TransgenderAtoZ.com is a new web site that I have created to
be the ON LINE (internet) version of this book. This web site (uniquely)
is maintained interactively by those that create TG friendly events and
offer shops, services and places to go, directly via the internet. While
YOU the readers can add your news, reviews and pictures.
I have invested a lot of time and money in this web site. I hope that
event organisors, groups, businesses and readers make it their own and
carry on the work started by the ‘Tranny Guide’ back in those pre-internet days in 1993.
For those that do not have internet access or who want a book in their
handbag - I intend to continue to publish an anual printed ‘snapshot’ of
the entire Transgender AtoZ website each year.

Order HOT OFF THE PRESS direct from me Vicky Lee
Order with confidence

Transgender Ato Z delivering in May 05

HE or SHE delivering in August 05 (due to a series of unfortunate delays)

Known as the

HE or SHE
every question answered £17.95
“Transgender Bible”
Trangender AtoZ the reference guide £11.95 NOW IN TWO PARTS
Order both together for special price of £ 24.95
Prices include discreet delivery
Transgender Ato Z includes one years FREE gold membership of www.transgenderatoz.com
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SO MUCH MORE ON

www.transgenderatoz.com

WELCOME TO WOW a year ahead in a WayOut World
ON THE COVER
The entrants to the
Alternative Miss London Contest
at The WayOut Club october 2004
Photography – Nikki
www.Nikki's-transworld.co.uk
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WHO AND WHAT IS WAYOUT ?
Boys, Girls and Inbetweenies - If you’re new to ‘WayOut’ let me give you a quick introduction.
The WayOut Publishing Co is my company and my name is Vicky Lee and I am the editor of this magazine and
two new books which I am introducing in this magazine. Previously over the last 12 years I have produced an
annual book called ‘The Tranny Guide’ which has been referred to by many on the TG scene as “The Transgender
Bible”. I publish these books and this magazine through Ltd.
The WayOut Club is a promotion founded by myself and Steffan Whitfield in 1992. For over 650 nights we
have hosted a party every Saturday night for boys, girls and inbetweenies.
At The WayOut Club we offer a unique show or event EVERY Saturday and a place to eat, drink, dance and meet
the most diverse crowd of people gathered in one place at one time anywhere in the world.
We are proud that our club attracts every age, race, culture, sexuality and GENDER. The WayOut Club is the
worlds premier place to meet transvestites, cross-dressers,T-Girls, transsexuals, ladyboys, she-males, drag queens,
admirers both male and female, families, partners and friends. Many who enjoy The WayOut Club have visited regularly over many years. Some, like myself, have hardly missed a night - yet we always remember the first time
nerves This has created a relaxed confidant atmosphere where regulars welcome new guests. The non judgmental diversity of the WayOut Club can be a heady euphoric mix. Most tell me, as they leave after their first night,
“I just wish everyday life was as relaxed and comfortable as the atmosphere here at WayOut”.
Our DJs build the night through from a blend of current dance remixes and favourites from the 70’s 80’s and 90’s
into euphoric happy house, chosen to lift your spirit. The dance floor is always busy.
Every week at The WayOut Club we take a break at 2am and clear the dance floor to present a show or event
and every week is different. Most of our shows are, ‘one off - never to be repeated’ productions involving unique
costumes, scenery, props and soundtracks that can only be achieved by the commitment of a wonderful ‘family’ of
performers who just love the opportunity to exhibit their creativity and performance skills. I am proud to be
‘Mum’ to this fabulous family and look forward with my ‘sister’ Steffan to welcome you to the club very soon.
WHAT IS NEW FOR 2005-2006 AT THE WAYOUT CLUB ?
The first Saturday of the month is now our SCENE QUEENS night
We look forward to presenting some of the best live acts from the drag and alternative entertainment scene
including Ruby Zenezuela, Stephany Starlett, Miss Terry Pace,, Miss Paula Pure, Miss Lena Lamont, Miss Sarah Lee
as well as me Vicky Lee and Steffan too.

call text 07778 157 290
vicky@thewayoutclub.com

Vicky Lee

The second Saturday of the month is now our STAR SEARCH night
This is the rare opportunity that YOU are looking for to express yourself and perform. Previous Star Search winners will guest on this night to set the standard and to help the audience choose the weeks winner. Whether you
mime, sing, juggle or just have a great costume (or just great tits) - this is your opportunity to join the show.
The penultimate Saturday of the month is now our TITS,TEETH & TIARA TRIBUTES night
Inspired by the sexy R&B princesses that adorn MTV videos, The glamour of the silver screen, The choreography
of the concert tours. Our team of dancers and impersonators including Miss Kit Kat, Miss Ambre, Miss Rossita,
Miss Matiane, Miss Josie and DJ Titch use this night to create tributes to those that they love.
The last Saturday of the month is now our LETS GO TO THE MOVIES night
Our finale for the month brings the creative talents of Miss Sarah Lloyd and Miss Paula Pure to the fore to re-create those “memorable movie moments” through clever soundtracks, costume, scenery, props - casting our chorus
and characters from the wealth of WayOut talent.

text only 07976 434 302
steffan@thewayoutclub.com

Steffan

Our Full 2005-2006 Diary is on page 10 of this magazine and is updated frequently with hundreds of
pictures taken at the club on our web site WWW.THEWAYOUTCLUB.COM

DISCLAIMERS
WayOut Publishing works In association with but
does not own The WayOut Club
No part of this Magazine may be reproduced
or transmitted in any form or by any means
without permission in writing from the publisher.
All models are over 18. Neither photos or
accompanying text are meant to be representative of the character sexuality or personality
of these models.
We have exercised our right to express our views
and opinions in this magazine.We cannot accept
liability or responsibility for errors or omissions
contained herein, although every effort has been
made to ensure that all factual data was correct at
the time of going to press.
We do not accept liability or responsibility for the
quality of goods and services advertised or mentioned in this magazine.

WHAT IS NEW FROM WAYOUT PUBLISHING FOR 2005 - 2006 ?
Over 12 years my book ‘The Tranny Guide’ has introduced thousands of people to the transgender scene. There
are still many more new people to reach out to and an evergrowing wealth of events, shops, services and places
to go to bring to the attention of new and previous readers. A hard job for a 300 page annual book.
My new flagship book is called HE or SHE “you get a better view when you sit on the fence”
With the help of contributors from all around the world this book, on its own, is as big as any of my previous
books (and all in full colour with hundreds of pictures). However this book has no listings. Instead this book is
far more auto biographical and includes not just my thoughts and personal experiences but many others. Through
this book I explore every question that I have ever been asked and many more beside. It bulges with a deep level
of advice from me and my contributors on every subject imaginable. A “Relationships” section explores the
thoughts of friends and family. A “Creativity” section looks at the inspiration that transgender gives.to those within and outside the direct experience. This book, which I will be promoting and selling for many years, will in turn
promote the TG AtoZ listing book and website that can turn an understanding into a real lifestyle.
The first edition of a new annual book called TRANSGENDER AtoZ
Building on the reputation of my previous books this new title returns to the format of individual listings for
events, shops, services and places to go, from all around the world. This is backed up with Personal Reports and
Personal Profiles from individual reporters. This book is cheaper than my previous books and is the reference
address book / travel guide book to accompany He or She for those that are ready to explore.
The launch of a new interactive web site WWW.TRANSGENDER AtoZ.COM
A book can be read in private, carried in your handbag referred to in a flash. However once published it begins to
date and the space on the pages is restrictive. I have invested heavily in a new high tech web site that enables
those that provide services and those that use services to update this website at any time. My aim is to provide
the ultimate “TG Bible” on line and to print an annual “snap shot” for those that maintain space in their handbag.
This site will offer interactive News, Listings, Reviews, Reports. This site will be growing throughout the next year.
Other authors books and online freebies at WWW.WAYOUT-PUBLISHING.COM
I am proud to offer many other authors books and a number of free download publications from my publishing
site. Over the coming year we will also be putting backissue ‘Tranny Guide’ pages to view online.

www.wayout-publishing.com
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